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Debra Andreades, Senior Planner 
City of Lake Oswego 
PO Box 369 
380 ‘A’ Avenue 
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 
 
Re: LU 18-003, Secondary Dwelling Units [SDUs] 
 
Debra, 
 
The Lake Grove Neighborhood Association discussed the potential allowance of Secondary 
Dwelling Units (SDUs) at its March 15 monthly Board meeting. The Board understands the need 
for more affordable housing in Lake Oswego to increase the ability of families with children to 
live in our City to keep our schools viable and our neighborhoods more vibrant. We also 
understand how SDU’s might be used to provide extra income to our seniors by providing rental 
income to offset the rising cost of living here while on fixed incomes.  

With respect to the reasons above, we feel strongly that SDU’s should only be allowed when 
they can be built within the standards of existing neighborhood overlays. They would need to 
follow all height limits, setbacks, and percentage of hardscapes allowed. 

Additionally, any SDU built should not allow for an additional driveway, as the intent of an 
SDU is to be an adjunct to a primary structure, not an entirely separate home. The original 
home and the SDU should remain on one lot with no sub-division. Anything else would allow 
for abuse of existing code where a lot partition would not normally be allowed. 

The SDU should also not be used as a short-term rental unit (Air B&B and other companies) as it 
would increase unfamiliar traffic in our neighborhood. If rented out, it should be under a 
standard lease, in accordance with local and state law. 

Finally, if building of SDU’s should become accepted, we believe that it should not trigger the 
re-assessment of property value, as doing such would defeat the intent of building smaller 
structures for providing extra income for seniors, and would eliminate incentive for those who 
wish to build them. 
 
best regards, 
Jerry Nierengarten 
Lake Grove Neighborhood Chair 
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